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ABSTRACT  

Refactoring is an increasingly practiced method in industrial software development. Stated simply, refactoring is an ongoing 

software improvement process that simplifies the internal structure of existing software, without changing its external 

behavior. The purpose is to improve the software and facilitate future maintenance and enhancement. Existing studies on 

refactoring mainly focus on its technical aspects and thus do not consider the team and human factors that influence its 

success. To identify the major facilitating factors for the success of refactoring, we interviewed 10 industrial software 

developers, and combined their responses with a study of the existing literature, formulated a model of refactoring success. 

The resulting conceptual model comprises both technical and non-technical factors. Technical factors include: level, testing 

and debugging, and tools, while the non-technical factors include: communication and coordination, support activities, 

individual capability/skills, and programmer participation. We propose to verify this model empirically through a survey of 

professional software developers (main body of refactoring practitioners). The survey design is provided. 

Keywords  

Refactoring, software development, empirical software engineering, maintenance, human factors 

INTRODUCTION 

Refactoring, as a software engineering method used to incrementally improve the design of existing code, is being 

increasingly adopted in industrial software development. Considerable numbers of software engineers already use refactoring 

in their daily developments (Xing and Stroulia, 2006).  Meanwhile, mainstream software development environments, such as 

Eclipse
1
 and Visual Studio. net

2
, now provide semi-automated refactoring modules, and thus further facilitate the adoption of 

refactoring in industrial software development environments. The value proposition of refactoring is its power to reconstruct 

existing software according to well-defined mechanics and principles, hence reversing the software decay process caused by 

traditional development methods (Fowler, 1999). Refactoring is now also a baseline approach of agile software development 

methodology (Beck, 2000) and plays an important role in open source development practices. All these developments suggest 

that refactoring is an important aspect of software design, whose impact is going to grow in future. 

Despite the popularity and importance of refactoring in industrial software development, much remains unknown about the 

factors that influence the success of refactoring practices. Specifically, most research on refactoring has focused on technical 

aspects but has ignored human factors. However, refactoring, as most software development methods, is human-centric in 

nature. As software artifacts are created by and for human beings, human and organizational factors also play an important 

role in the success use of a specific development approaches; the human dimension is at least as important as the technical 

dimension (Constantine, 2001). Although several works (e.g. Murphy et al, 2006) addressed this point, studies of behavioral 

factors in refactoring are often organized in an ad hoc way and have not generated the needed empirical evidence. Therefore 

                                                           

1
 http://www.eclipse.org 

2
 http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/vstudio/products/default.aspx 
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more and better formalized empirical research is necessary to improve our understanding of refactoring activities. Besides, 

identifying the key factors for refactoring success is a promising way to bring benefits to future software development 

practices. This can help practitioners to better deal with issues in refactoring and avoid potential failures. 

This paper proposes an empirical study attempting to identify the key factors that influence the success of refactoring 

practices in industrial software development. Through a combination of literature review and 10 interviews, we built a 

conceptual model of the key factors affecting refactoring success. The model not only contains the technical factors but also 

human and team factors which so far have not been considered. We plan to conduct a survey to software developers to test 

this model in a subsequent research stage. 

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the formal definition of refactoring, and a brief literature 

review.  Section 3 presents the conceptual model, which comprises seven independent, one dependent and one moderating 

variable. The corresponding research hypotheses are also introduced. Section 4 suggests a survey design and measurement 

instruments for future data collection. Section 5 draws conclusions.   

RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

What is Refactoring? 

In a real-world environment, software needs to evolve continuously. However, with the evolution of the software systems, 

their source code becomes more complex and drifts away from its original design, thereby lowering the quality of the 

software. Therefore, maintenance becomes the most resource-consuming task during the whole software life cycle. This 

problem cannot be solved through better programming environments. While such programming environments may automate 

some development or maintenance tasks, they introduce new features to the system, making the software system even more 

complex.    

Refactoring is a technique exactly applicable to this problem. The term “refactoring” was formally introduced to software 

engineering by William Opdyke in his PhD dissertation (Opdyke, 1992), but the underlying methods likely has been 

practiced informally for as long as programmers have been writing programs. According to Opdyke, refactoring refers to: 

“the process of changing a (object-oriented) software system in such a way that it does not alter the external behaviors of the 

code, yet improves its internal structure”. The potential benefits of refactoring include reduced complexity and increased 

comprehensibility of the code. Improved comprehensibility makes software maintenance relatively easy and thus provides 

both short-term and long-term benefits. Refactoring was popularized by Martin Fowler (1999). Fowler developed a rich 

catalog of refactoring scenarios and methods, each refactoring scenario capturing a structural change observed repeatedly in 

various languages and application domains.  

Research on Refactoring 

The academic and industrial literature has recognized refactoring, introducing not only new methods but also extending 

refactoring to new programming environments and paradigms. Roberts (1999) built a formal model and the most 

comprehensive tool, the Refactoring Browser for smalltalk. Rura (2003) extended the applicability of refactoring from 

Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) to Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP). Wloka (2008) explored tool-supported 

refactoring for aspect-oriented programs. Some studies focused on assessing the influence of refactoring on program quality 

(e.g. Sands, 1996). Other studies tried to provide formalisms to verify refactoring’s “preservation principle” (no change in 

functionality) through using Hoare’s logic (Opdyke, 1992; Roberts, 1999; Mens, 1999). Still other research created 

guidelines to help programmers to decide whether they need to refactor their code or not (e.g. Dudziak and Wloka, 2002), or 

discussed the inter-relationships between different refactoring approaches (Counsell, 2008).  

Besides these technology focused research streams, a few empirical studies paid attention to the actual use of refactoring in 

industrial software development. Opdyke, for example, spent one chapter (chapter 13) to discuss this issue in Fowler’s book 

(Fowler 1999), however, he addressed the problem without empirical evidence. Murphy et al. (2006) provided some 

empirical information on refactoring when discussing the use of Eclipse among Java developers. Based on Murphy’s data, 

Murphy-Hill and Black (2008a) summarized principles for tool design and selection. In another paper, Murphy-Hill and 

Black (2008b) further demonstrated three new refactoring tools and provided a brief user study. Nevertheless, the empirical 

study base regarding refactoring is still limited, and lacks a formal, model based approach to the analysis of refactoring 

practice. 
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CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND HYPOTHESES 

Conceptual Model Development  

Seeing the establishment of a formal framework for refactoring success, we began to conduct empirical research on 

refactoring use in an industrial context in the second half of 2008. To accomplish our goal, we first analyzed the related 

literature including empirical software engineering, organizational and team research studies. Through the literature study, 

we identified possible factors that influence the process and results of refactoring. Combining these factors, we developed a 

comprehensive conceptual framework of refactoring. Between September and November in 2008, we conducted 10 

interviews with experienced refactoring practitioners (4 mangers and 6 developers/testing specialist). Based on the data we 

gathered from the informants, we refined the conceptual framework extracting the most important factors, hence generating a 

more comprehensive framework.  

The resulting research model thus derives its theoretical foundations by combining prior literature review on software 

engineering, organizational and team research, along with an explorative empirical study of 10 project/program managers, 

developers, and testing specialists.  

The framework is depicted in figure 1. It contains seven facilitating factors along two dimensions: a technical dimension, and 

a team and human dimension. The technical dimension contains three factors: level, testing and debugging, and quality of 

tools. The team and human dimension includes another four factors: communication and coordination effectiveness, support 

activities, programmers’ participation, and individual capability/skills. The model also contains one moderating factor 

(environmental conditions), and the dependent variable, refactoring success, which contains two items: perceived level of 

success and success of software artifacts.  

 

Figure 1. Conceptual Research Model 

 

Hypotheses Development for Technical Factors 

Level 

“Level” is a characteristic concept of refactoring. Refactoring can be divided into two categories: Low level and high level 

(Opdyke 1992, Roberts 1999). Low level (primitive) refactoring is fine-grained (at the class or interface level), while high 

level refactoring operates at coarser granularity (major design changes), which can be achieved through composition of low 

level refactoring activities. 
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The idea of decomposition and composition in software development dates back to early 1970s. Parnas’ modular design 

(Parnas, 1972) decomposes complex system design into simple modules that are easy to manipulate. This is similar to 

refactoring composition. The philosophical foundation for this kind of composition is the principle of compositionality in 

semantics, which translates into compositionality in programming languages in computer science. If low level (naïve) 

components are composed according to the compositionality principle, the overall high level result are expected to be 

favorable. Our prior interviews also revealed the developers treat “level” with high importance. According to the interview 

results, 8 out of 10 interviewees indicated “level” is an important issue in refactoring practice.  

Therefore, the correctness of low level composition is assumed to be an essential factor for high level design improvement. 

Determining the proper low level composition mechanism should be important for successful high level refactoring.  

Hypotheses 1. Refactoring Success is positively associated with the correctness of low level refactoring composition. 

Testing and Debugging 

Testing and debugging are important and time consuming tasks in software development (Gelperin and Hetzel, 1988). Due to 

the complexity of software, people can not completely test a program of moderate complexity (Beizer, 1990). Furthermore, 

there are no direct quantitative links between testing and software quality. For example, although the importance of the 

testing and debugging in software development is indisputable, one can never claim that the 10 hours testing definitely brings 

better or bug-free software than 1 hour testing does. Testing and debugging can help software developers determine whether 

the software systems fulfill their requirement specifications (in both functional and non-functional aspects) and find potential 

errors, hence bring the developers more confidence concerning the correctness of their programs. 

Due to the source code changes in refactoring, distortions to the original design may be introduced accidentally, which 

constitute a violation the basic premise of refactoring (behavior preservation). Testing is the major technique used in practice 

to identify and avoid this violation. In refactoring practice, satisfying the original test cases is compulsory (Dinh-Trong et al, 

2008). Furthermore, the refactoring process may also introduce new bugs, and hence, finding them through debugging is also 

important. Altogether, testing and debugging can enhance the programmer confidence towards their code and potentially 

bring better software deliverables (Pipka, 2002). Six of the 10 interviewed software developers and managers identified 

“testing and debugging” as an important criterion.  

Hypotheses 2. Refactoring Success is positively associated with the intensity and the effectiveness of testing and debugging. 

Tools 

It is nowadays almost impossible to develop any software systems completely manually in an industrial software 

development environment (Schmitt, 1991, Erickson, 1996). CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering) tools that 

provide some automatic support for the software development process are the necessary choice for every software developer. 

From a design theory perspective, the software development needs to use appropriate tools (Goel and Pirolli, 1992).  

Similarly, tools are important for the refactoring activities. Some semi-automatic tools (e.g. Eclipse) have integrated major 

primitive refactoring techniques among their standard functions. Besides, as testing and debugging tools also widely adopted 

in the refactoring practice, some high level design and reverse engineering tools are also used for refactoring.  

Empirical results have demonstrated the importance and high frequency of tool use in refactoring. For example, Murphy et 

al. (2006) provide some empirical information concerning refactoring tool use frequency in the context of Eclipse IDE 

application among Java developers. Xing and Stroulia (2006) also conducted a case study involving the Eclipse IDE and 

determined the need for more powerful refactoring tools. Seven of the 10 interviewed software developers and managers 

addressed the importance of the quality of development tools, and treated it as a key factor for refactoring success.   

Based on the above discussion, it is reasonable to assume that refactoring and other related software engineering tools can 

help practitioners in the refactoring process, and can facilitate the overall success of refactoring. 

Hypotheses 3. Refactoring Success is positively associated with the quality of software development tools. 

Hypotheses Development for Team and Human Factors  

Communication and Coordination 

One of the main features of software development is its collaborative nature. In collaborative teams, effective communication 

and coordination (e.g., interacting often, updating one another, discussing issues openly, and conveying all necessary 

information to one another) is crucial to team and personal achievements (Curtis et al., 1988). From the theoretical 
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perspective of teamwork quality (TWQ), communication and coordination are among the six major facets of the TWQ 

constructs (Hoegl and Gemuenden, 2001). Furthermore, Convey’s law holds within the software development domain, which 

proclaims that “any organization that designs a system will inevitably produce a design whose structure is a copy of the 

organization’s communication structure.” (Herbsleb, 1999). The importance of communication can be directly derived from 

this well accepted law. 

The importance of communication has also been documented through the development of various models (e.g. Sealman, 

1997) in software design and/or other design domains. Furthermore, many empirical studies (e.g. Kraut & Streeter, 1995; Wu 

et al, 2003; Cataldo, 2006) provided detailed descriptions of communication and coordination activities in software 

development. In recent years, intra-team communication and coordination has become even more important for the success of 

geographically distributed development (Herbsleb, 2005). 

As a typical software engineering approach, refactoring needs effective communication and coordination. Many refactoring 

tasks are divided up among a group of developers, and all of them have to work from an existing code base whose design 

principles can often be only understood through discussion with the original developers. Ineffective communication and 

coordination may thus lead the effort overlaps, task omissions, or general misunderstanding, and hence can impair the overall 

success of the refactoring. Eight of the 10 interviewed software developers and managers identified communication and 

coordination as a key factor for refactoring success.  Thus, we argue that communication and coordination is a key factor to 

facilitate the successful refactoring practice in an industrial context. 

Hypotheses 4. Refactoring Success is positively associated with h the effectiveness of communication and coordination in the 

refactoring process. 

Support Activities 

Support Activities refer to the mutual help provided between team members, including knowledge sharing and reviews 

(inspections) at the team level, as well as individual acts of help from other team members. It also includes activities that aim 

to improve team cohesion and the interpersonal relationships between team members. Tjosvold (1995) pointed out that, for 

interdependent tasks, mutual support is more productive than the forces of competition. Thus, in a team high in frequency of 

support activities, team members often display mutual respect, grant assistance when needed, and develop other team 

members’ ideas and contributions rather than trying to outdo each other. Competitive behaviors in a team lead to distrust and 

frustration, whereas mutual support fosters the integration of team members’ expertise and is a critical aspect of the quality of 

collaboration in teams. All four interviewed managers treated “support activities” as an important factor for the team level 

success. 

Empirical research suggests that team activities have an influence on team performance. For example, Guinan et al. (1998) 

pointed out that team experience enables more effective team processes than do software development tools and methods. 

Other studies such as Sabherwal et al. (2006) also provided evidence for the influence of team activities on team performance 

and project success.  

Hypotheses 5.  Refactoring Success is positively associated with the effectiveness of the support activities in the software 

development team. 

Programmer Participation 

Within the scope of our study, programmers’ participation is defined as the extent to which the programmers use their skills 

to decide, act and take the responsibility for refactoring. Employee participation has been treated as a critical factor in 

organizational/team performance for a long time. Mayo’s studies (1945) on productivity at the Western Electric’s Hawthorne 

plant provided groundbreaking results in this area. From the perspective of socio-technical systems, business organizations 

should seek the best match between the requirements of independent social and technical system (Cataldo, 2008). In other 

words, people participation should match the level of technical developments in business organizations. 

With the broad adoption of refactoring, if programmers’ participation cannot fulfill the requirement of the refactoring 

technology, it thus fails to meet the requirement of social-technical congruency. This may impair competitive advantages at 

organizational and team levels (Conradi et al, 2001). If the programmers’ participation is excellent, however, programmer 

performance will also benefit from this culture of excellence. Approaching the issue of culture differently, organizations 

might motivate their employees by instilling the belief that it is the responsibility of being programmers to refactor code. 

Creating this kind of responsibility is especially important for teams that treat refactoring as an infrequently used 

development policy. Seven of the 10 interviewed software developers and managers addressed the importance of this issue in 

the software development practice. 
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In summary, organizations and teams should offer opportunities and encourage programmers’ participation. This should help 

programmers to improve their work and should create an atmosphere of contribution to the team and its mission. It can also 

facilitate the programmers’ responsibility and hence contribute to the success of refactoring. 

Hypotheses 6. Refactoring Success is positively associated with programmers’ participation. 

Individual Capability/Skills 

To build high quality software, people with good programming skills are needed; to collaborate with other individuals, one 

also needs to have good interpersonal skills (Acuña et al, 2006). Thus both hard and soft skills are important in software 

development practice. Consequently, finding the right people for a software development project is always a crucial issue in 

software organizations. 

In addition, from the perspective of human resource management and knowledge management, an individual’s knowledge 

greatly affects the success of projects and organizations. MacKinnon (2007) demonstrates this with evidence for the 

relationship between individual skill growth/decay and personal performance.  

Refactoring, as typical knowledge intensive activity, needs practitioners to have enough individual capability and skills. 

Therefore, programmer capability and skills are also important for the success of refactoring. Nine out of the 10 interviewed 

software developers and managers indicated the criticality of individual capability and skills to the refactoring process.   

Hypotheses 7. Refactoring Success is positively associated with the practitioners’ individual capability/skills. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND MESUREMENTS 

Survey Design 

We plan to employ a survey to gather data from a broad sample of the software development professionals. Therefore, 

software developers and software project managers are considered as the target population for this study. Based on our 10 

prior interviews, we are aware of potential differences in the perceptions of these two subject groups and will evaluate the 

responses accordingly. We will exclude individuals acting in senior managerial roles, because senior level managers 

generally do not participate in software development and maintenance activities directly. The process of survey design 

follows the SEI guideline of survey design
3
 strictly. 

The selection of organizations and subjects will follow a random sampling process. After the sample selection, we will try to 

contract the potential informants to encourage them to answer the questionnaire. The survey will be focused on the Shanghai 

area, a region with more than 30 million inhabitants and the most developed software development industry in China. 

Shanghai is also one of the most diverse areas in China, which ensures the wide diversity of this survey. Shanghai is also 

home to numerous multi-national and joint venture software development firms, including IBM, SAP, and Oracle, who 

maintain research and development centers there.  

Variables and Measures 

Based on the definitions of the factors described in the conceptual model (figure 1), one dependent, seven independent, and 

one moderating variables will be used to collect the data in this study.  

Independent Variables 

To measure the extent to which each of the six independent variables is perceived, we will define multi-item, five-point, 

bipolar Likert scales that range from “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (5) for all indicators. Item ratings will be 

aggregated to form a summative rating scale for each independent variable. The items for each variable’s are based on prior 

literature, modified in part to fit for the objectives of this study. The independent variable measures are introduced 

respectively as follows. 

Level. Level is a unique feature of refactoring. Since this is the first study of its kind with refactoring, new items while 

formulated specifically for measuring this variable. 

                                                           

3
 www.sei.cmu.edu/pub/documents/05.reports/pdf/05hb004.pdf 
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Tools. The evaluation of software development tools is still under intensive research. Although it is not possible to find a 

universal criterion to assess all software development tools (Nahouraii and Kavi, 1996), an assessment of most software 

development tools often can be achieved according to the aspects of accessibility, usability, functionality, support, and 

extendibility (Fisher, 1988; Brown, 1994). We will thus introduce these five items to measure the Tools variable.  

Testing and Debugging. Testing and debugging are persistently important topics in software engineering. Given the 

significant breadth of research on testing and debugging, it is impossible to cover all corresponding issues in our survey. 

Therefore, we will focus on the basic rules in testing and debugging, derived from best practices and international standards 

on these two issues (e.g. IEEE, 1998; Grötker et al, 2008).   

Communication and Coordination Effectiveness. Effective coordination of contributions from different functional areas is of 

critical importance to the successful design and implementation of innovations. To capture this criticality, communication 

effects are measured partly based on the items presented Pinto et al. (1990). In Pinto’s work, 10 items are used to measure 

communication, with further factor analysis yielding three factors that all together explain almost 90% of the variance. For 

coordination impact on success, measurement items will be generated through combining Hoegl and Gemuenden’s (2001) 

work on TWQ and Espinosa et al.’s (2007) work on coordination mechanism in distributed software development. 

Programmer participation. The items for programmer participation were derived mainly from Dyba’s (2005) empirical 

studies on key factors for success in software process improvement. Dyba created 7 items to measure the programmer 

participation towards SPI. We will exclude the specific items for the SPI and will revise the remaining ones according the 

features of refactoring.  

Individual Capability/Skills. There are numerous objective methods to test the individual’s capability and skills. However, to 

keep the data collection process feasible, we adopt a self-reported approach here, taking into account that software engineers 

often know considerably more about their colleagues than test scores would reflect, especially with respect to soft skills. To 

assess individual capability and skills, we will divide survey participants according to their different job roles into two 

categories (project managers and developer), as previously mentioned.  

Dependent Variable 

The assessment of the dependent variable follows the same rationale. We will again use multi-item, five-point, bipolar Likert 

scales for the dependent variable indicators. For perceived refactoring success, five items will be used. For the success of 

software artifacts, several objective criteria can be directly applied. An item for behavior preservation will be added to reflect 

this unique feature of refactoring. 

 Environmental conditions 

Environmental conditions are included in the study to capture the most influential sources of variation in software 

organizations (Dyba, 2000). Environmental conditions will be measured using three semantic differential items, which are 

rated on a five-point scale. Two items will be adopted from Dyba’s study, namely stability (“stable versus unstable”) and 

predictability (“predictable versus unpredictable”). We will also add a third item to describe the process, which is 

controllability (“controllable versus uncontrollable”). 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we described a study in progress that aims to model and confirm the key factors influencing refactoring success 

in industrial software development. An analysis of the existing literature identified the value of and need for a formal, model-

based approach to the determination of refactoring success. Consequently, based on a literature study and interviews with 10 

refactoring practitioners, we developed a conceptual model containing seven facilitating factors and encompassing both a 

technical and a human dimension. Corresponding hypotheses developments were also introduced. We further briefly outlined 

the survey design and measurement instruments. It is our expectation that a test of the model will reveal new and unique 

insights concerning the success of refactoring efforts. From the theoretical perspective, the proposed formal model adds an 

important new dimension to refactoring research for the identification of the importance of human factors for refactoring success.  

 

In reflecting on the model, we must also question whether it possibly omits important variables that could determine software 

refactoring success. This cannot be excluded, but due to our dual process of literature search and developer interviews, is 

therefore less likely.  Specifically, we did exclude variables from an earlier, more encompassing model that covered among 

others, task complexity, availability of resources, and barriers. These variables were not supported by interview responses.  
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Conceptually, other important variables could have an influence, but are beyond the scope of this model.  For instance, 

organizational factors, such as organizational culture and reward systems could be of influence.  Similarly, the maturity of the 

software development process could have an influence, or whether the refactorer is the author of the original code.  We 

expect to control for these aspects, for instance by choosing organizations that promote refactoring as part of their 

organizational practice, and by focusing on modern software development practices.  Clearly, this will require more 

reflection on appropriate control variables, an exercise beyond the scope of this short article.  
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